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I NTRODUCTI ON

STUDY PURPOSE

Lake County, in an effort to reduce or otherwise alleviate

problems at accident cluster sites on the County Road System, has

retained the Consulting Engineering Firm of Marvin 8. Associates to

perform a traffic engineering study. The purpose of this study is

to identify accident cluster locations, collect and analy2e perti-

nent data, make short and long term safety improvement recommend-

dations and establish a priority list of improvement projects.

Other similar studies have been completed for Montana

counties with the technical and fiscal assistance of the Montana

Department of Justice, Highway Traffic Safety Division. The intent

of the Highway Traffic Safety Division in sponsoring these studies

is to first, reduce accidents on the county road systems and

secondly, to establish an awareness of accident reduction measures

so that a continuation of the program can be established within

each county.

The methodology used in these studies, which primarily served

as the basis for the analysis within this report, can be found in

the report No. FHWA-RD-77-83 "Identification of Hazardous Locations.

Refinements to the FHWA report made by DCA Project No. 79-04-01-01

and subsequent county studies throughout the state, are also incor-

porated within this report. The methodology used to establish

priority rankings is explained in the Benefit/Cost Ratio section of

this report and is tailored specifically to Lake County's unique

require me nts.
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The implementation of traffic safety improvements contained

within this report is presented differently than in some previous

studies. Since the Montana Department of Highways ( MDOH) has Off-

system Safety funds available for use on some or all of the

improvement projects recommended herein, the priorities and funding

obligations are specifically tailored to MDOH requirements. Upon

approval of this program by the county commission, this report

should be submitted to the Department of Highways as justification

for Off-system Safety fund allotments.

REPORT ORQANIZATION

The initial section of this report contains narratives

describing the accident cluster site locations, characteristics of

the county road system, study methodology, results of the hazard

index analysis for all of the sites, explanation of the improve-

ments recommended, priority index calculations, an implementation

schedule and recommendations for continuation of the program in

future years. Special attantion should be given to the Site

Charaoteristics and Explanation of Improvements seotions. Speoiflo

traffic safety information for the Lake County road system is

presented in these sections.

Site specific data can be found within the individual site

sections following the main body of this report. A great deal of

computer generated data was printed and reduced for inclusion on

the existing condition and short term improvement sketches. The

availability of pertinent data on the same page as the sketches
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hopefully aids in comprehension of the problem identification and

improvement benefits. The short term plan sketches can also be

used by the Department of Highways to verify the traffic control

device items eligible for funding through their program.

The site specific sections of this report are numbered

according to their priority ranking as indicated in the site

location section of this report. Only 10 sites are included in

this project due to budget restrictions. Some of the sites were

extensive in length and encompassed several localized cluster sites

within them. For these particular sites, the recommendations are

tied to improving individual sections with safety of the entire

corridor in mind.

The basic organizational format of the site specific sections

is as follows:

Narratives * Location Description

* Existing Conditions

Geometries

Traffic Control Devices

Traffic Volumes

Traffic Operations

Accidents

* Short & Long Term Improvements

* Benef i ts

Piguraa ~ Photos

Existing Condition Sketch

Short Term Improvement Sketch
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS

SITE LOCATIONS

The maps contained at the end of this section (Figures 1.)

show the ten accident sites and corridor areas respective to their

priority numbers. Table 1., below, is a listing of site numbers

corresponding to the site locations:

TABLE 1. LIST OF STUDY SITES

SITE
PRIORITY L 0 C A T I 0 N

I. D. NO.

1 ST. MARY- S ROAD
2 OLD U. S. 93 - CANYON MILL
3 TIMBERLANE ROAD @ 1 . 0 MILES
4 TIMBERLANE ROAD @ 2. 5 MILES
5 TERRACE LAKE ROAD
6 ROUND BUTTE ROAD
7 TURTLE LAKE ROAD
8 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO
9 ROCKY POINT ROAD

1 0 FINLEY POINT ROAD

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Traffic Volumes - All of the accident sites are located in a

rural environment and are on low volume roads. The highest traffic

volume at any site is approximately 1,800 vehicles per day while

the lowest volume is 150 vehicles per day.

Bob Smith, of the Lake County Road Department, provided

information on some of the historical aspects of the roads within

the county and for various conditions at these sites. It should be

noted that the County Road Department has not collected traffic
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data for Lake County roads in the past. The County should consider

initiating a counting program in the future. Traffic volume

records would not only aid in the continuation of a safety program,

but it would assist the county in establishing a priority system

for future maintenance and construction programs.

From records provided by the Montana Department of Highways,

it appears that traffic volumes have been increasing at a 2-3%

annual rate on some of the county roads. MDOH counts were recorded

on machine counters. These counts were used to determine hourly

traffic variations on various types of roads in Lake County. The

hourly counts used in this study were graphed as a percentage of

average daily traffic verses hour of the day. Additional machine

counts were taken during the course of this study to determine ADT

and to develop a typical* range of hourly variations to be used in

estimating average daily traffic. Figure 2. is composed of three

graphs of hourly traffic variations for Round Butte Road, FAS 211

-Terrace Lake Road and Old U. S. 93 at Canyon Mill Road.

While evaluating the shape and peaking characteristics of

the traffic volume curves, it was noted that two of these roads

are typical of most rural or urban roads. The Old U.S. 93 counts

exhibited some very unusual peak volume characteristics. Therefore

hourly variations from that site were not used to estimate ADT' s at

other si tes.

Roadway Characteristics - The Lake County Road System is composed

of roads typical to rural western Montana. Most of the roads are

paved within a certain distance of population centers, while gravel
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roads are found in the foothills and mountains where residential

and farming land uses are sparse. The County's major transpor-

tation needs are served by U. S. Route 93 which runs north-south

from one end of the county to the other. Since the Mission

Mountain Range parallels U.S. 93 and the major population lies west

of the mountains. Highway 83 (east of the mountains) is not as

critical to Lake County's transportation system. Other routes

parallel to U.S. 93 are limited in length and therefore do not

serve asarterialroads.

Lake County's road system encompasses an extensive length of

roadway. There are roads along almost every section line within

the valley areas. Maintenance of this extensive system is an

incredible financial burden when the limitation of funds are

considered. Maintenance of the road surface and critical roadway

features are usually all that can be programmed on a year to year

basis. Yet, road surfaces have become deteriorated and have

contributed to accidents on the county road system. In all but

four of the study sites, the roadway surface condition had some

involvement with accident experience. All of the gravel surface

roads had at least one accident directly attributable to washboard

conditions. Some of the paved roads also have ruts or raveled

surfaces which tend to cause problems with vehicle dynamics and

present unexpected manuevering situations for drivers.

Another of the most common problems observed at the study

sites, involved condition of the roadside environment ie. sight

distance restrictions caused by trees and brush or by machinery and

buildings in the sight triangle. Trees should be trimmed at least
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10 feet above the roadway and bushes should not exceed 3 feet in

height to provide an unobstructed line of sight. In the forested

section of roadway, clearing of trees is impractical, but critical

obstructions could still be removed without a massive effort.

Proper sight distance requirements for each situation can be found

in the 1985 AASHTO publication "Policy on Geometric Design for

Highways and Streets", also known as the Green Book.

Study Applications -From past experience, it has been discovered

that the methods utilized in these type of studies provide quite

different results when applied to an urban area as opposed to rural

country roads. In this case, the application of study methods is

ideally suited to the rural road system in Lake County. Even

though all of the roads are rural in nature, the highest priority

sites were on the lowest volume sections of roadway. This

situation should be expected, since cluster sites on low volume

roads have a higher accident rate; speeds are higher and thus

severity is usually areater: and the cost of making significant

improvements is usually less. Since the site selection process for

this study was based on statistical indicators based on these

factors, the lowest volume rural roads usually ranked high.

Traffic Control Devices - Some degree of traffic control devices

were present at the majority of the sites. However, none of the

sites had control devices that were completely adequate for the

conditions encountered. Some sites were signed for one particular

hazard while completely ignoring other (perhaps more important)
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conditions of the site. In one instance, the signing was found to

be a potentially contributory factor in accident occurrence. The

positioning of speed limit signs adjacent to, and in advance of,

curve warning signs, makes it appear that the curve can be

traversed at a speed 15 mph faster than what is reasonable. These

speed limit signs are on Timberlane Road and should be relocated or

removed as soon as possible to avoid further misinformation.

The sites, for the most part, were typical of all Lake County

roads, as far as the application of traffic control devices.

Warning and guide signs are used sparingly or not at all on most of

the road system. Pavement markings, along with roadside delinea-

tion, are all but nonexistent on county roads. In some areas,

signing is applied conservatively while others have no signing.

This is understandable, considering the limited budget of county

governments. However. this study recommends a high degree of

signing and pavement marking application at the study sites. Since

consistency of signing and pavement marking is extremely important.

Lake County should plan on revising the applications and locations

of signs and pavement markings on all county roads after these

improvements are implemented. Since the needs are great and the

funds are limited, this work should be considered a long range goal

of the count.y. Standard traffic control devices applied consis-

tently will aid in the future elimination of accidents county wide.
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Traffic Accidents - Traffic accident characteristics for all of

the Lake County sites are summarized below:

ACCIDENT STATISTICS - ALL LAKE COUNTY SITES

ACCIDENTS /

1985 =

YEAR

23

ROAD CONDITIONS - X OF TOTAL

51 DRY = 63X

OF TOTAL

1986 = 16 7 UET = 9X

1987 = 15 23 ICY = 28X
1988 = 27 TOTAL = 81 LIGHT CONDITIONS - X i

ACCIDENT TYPE - X OF TOTAL : 41 DARK = SIX
3 HEAD ON = 4X 40 DAY = 49X
7 ANGLE = 9X
1 LEFT TURN= IX SEVERITY - X OF TOTAL
3 SIDE SUP.= 4X 2 FATAL = 2X
2 REAR END = 2X 35 INJURY = 43X

61 SINGLE V = 75X 44 PROP DAM= 54X
4 OTHER 5X

UEATHER CONDITIONS - X OF TOTAL : ALCOHOL
67 CLEAR = 83X INVOLVED
5 RAIN = 6X X TOTAL =

8 SNOU = lOX
1 FOG = IX

30

37X

Of all the years in this period, 1986 and 1987 had the least

number of accidents. The predominance of rural sites is evident

since they are primarily sincrle vehicle accidents. Most of the

accidents occurred in clear weather on dry roads. Night time

accidents were more common than daytime accidents and property

damage accidents outweighed injury accidents. Two fatal accidents

occurred within the study sites. Alcohol involvement played only a

minor role, since only 37% of the accidents involved drivers who

had been drinking.
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Putur* System Characteristics - Lake County does not have a

formal transportation plan. It can he assumed, from conversations

with MDOH and County officials, that Lake County is rather sporadic

in growth. The existing economy is not the best it has ever been

and rapid growth will not be a significant problem in the near

future. Since the exact rate and areas of growth, along with any

resultant impacts, at the study sites are not known, long term

improvements suggested within this report are based solely on

existing traffic conditions. Long term solution are merely

alternative improvements involving a higher level of safety with a

commensurate degree of funding requirements.

ASTUDY METHODOLOOY

The study was segregated into four distinct phases which best

achieved the purpose and scope of the traffic study. These phases

are outlined as follows:

Phase 1 - Site Selection Phase; involved copying all of the

accident reports on Lake County roads for the years 1985 thru 1988

from Department of Justice files in Helena, Montana. These reports

were first arranged alphabetically and separated according to road

names. Reports on each individual road were screened for location

by intersecting roadway and cross referenced. Finally, the reports

were plotted on county grid maps to identify cluster areas. All

identified clusters having less than three accidents during the
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reporting period were discarded. The remaining accidents were

entered into a computer program to calculate preliminary hazard

index values.

Number of accidents, accident rates and severity indexes were

calculated for thirty two cluster sites. Table 2. is a summary of

the screening proaram. The cluster sites were ranked according to

the composite value of the three indexes. A recommended list of

sites was sent to Lake County for their approval. The list was

modified due to overlapping jurisdiction and other valid reasons

and the final list of sites was approved.

Phase 2 -Data Collection Phase; included the preliminary

organization of the project including scheduling, site location,

form processing, field data collection and reduction of data.

Accident data was obtained from reports provided by the Department

of Justice. Traffic counts were taken at each location. The

existing average daily traffic was determined by applying factors

for hourly, daily and monthly variations. Historical traffic

volumes were provided by MDOH where available.

Other data collected in the field included measurement of

road widths and geometries, and inventory of traffic control

devices, turning movement counts and subjective observation of

traffic operations. Aerial photographs were used to develop

horizontal alignment.
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TABLE 2. LAKE COUNTY ACCIDENT CLUSTER SITE SELECTION MATRIK - PRELIMINARY

INTERSECTION

SITE OR

NO. HAJOR ROUTE LOCATION

TOTAL NO. ACC. COMPOSITE

ACCIDENTS / YEAR NO. ACC. APPROK. ACC. RATE SVRTY SCREEN

85 66 87 53 ACC. INDEX VOLUME RATE INDEX INDEX INDEX REMARKS

1 TURTLE LAKE ROAD TURTLE L TO. 7 MI N 6 L 3 1
4 1
12 12

4 AAft
1000

4 AO
107

77
33 73.6 RECOMMENDED SITE

2 ST MARYS ROAD 4.5 MI SE ST I6NAT 1 3
A
0 4 8 61 800

L SC
6.85 45 70.5

II II

3 KINGS POINT ROAD .5 MILE AT END 2 3 0
A
0

r

5 50
J AA
400 8.56 112

7C
35 68.9

u II

4 TERRACE LAKE ROAD .5-2 MI E US 9J
rH

4 1 7 17
S 4

81
1AAA
2000

7 fl 0
3.88 69

70
38 62.1

u u

5 CANYON MILL RD JUNCT OLD US 93 1 3 3 1 8 61 ^000
C7
53

; 4

61 57.9
11 u

6 ROCKY POINT ROAD 1.5-2.0 HI N US 93 2 7
fi
/ 3

0
9 64 1800 J.4z 63

47
4J 56.8

a u

7 TIHBERLANE ROAD CURVE 2.5 MI E 93 6
4

1
4

1 V
c
J

«;rtDU a Art 71/4 55.9
a II

8 TIHBERLANE ROAD .5-1 MI E US 93
i

I 0 1 3
c
J

c;a
jU iijijy

/7
oi

C7
JJ 55.9

a II

9 TIHBERLANE ROAD CRV I HI S TERRACE
i

1 0
4

1 4 41}
7 Art
/OO

1 04
3.71

LO
01

4^4j 54.6
u u

10 OLD US 93 CURVE 1.2 MI S PAB 4 0
4

1
1
J

a
fi

/ 4
61

4 iAA 77J/ 53.7
II u

11 ROCKY POINT ROAD US 93 TO 1 MI N 3
-t

J
4

1
A
u 1 JO

4 LC\(\ 7 AA c:7
j/ 4J 52.6 ALTERNATIVE SITE

12 MISSION DAM ROAD 1.4 MI E US 93 1
i

1
A
IJ

1
4

7 A4
>i.'J4

'\SJO
C4
Jl 52.2

u u

13 KERR DAM ROAD 1-1.4 MI W FAS 354 1
4

1 2 0 4 43
8AA
800

7 AO ; 7
0.5 4j 52.1

u a

14 AIRPORT ROAD 1.4 MI E 93 ST ISN 0 /
(J

4

6 4y
iAA 7 40

J. 44.
/ 7o6 4047 52.0

H a

15 LEMERY LANE CO RD 2 MI E US 93 (J

A
0

7
3 4U

7AA 0 04 c /

JO J/ 51.7
u u

16 ROCKY POINT ROAD KINGS POINT RD INT 1 1 2 1 5 50 1000 3.42 63 35 49.9
u II

17 TIMBERLANE ROAD CURVE 3 MI E US 93 0 1 0 7 3 40 700 2.94 56 49 49.4
u II

18 NORTH CROW ROAD 2.5-3 HI E OLD 93 0 0 2 4 45 800 3.42 63 37 49.3
u II

19 FINLEY POINT ROAD JUNCT H^Y 35 WEST 2
"2

1 0 5 50 1200 2.85 55 42 49.3
u u

20 NORTH COUTURE LOOP 1.0 HI S US 93 2 0 0 1 3 40 600 3.42 63 40 48.8
11 u

21 CANYON MILL ROAD 1.5-2 MI E OLD 93 0 0 1 2 3 40 900 2.28 46 57 47.9
II u

22 SOUTH FERNDALE ROAD FAS 209 TO .5 MI S 0 1 3 0 4 45 1000 2.74 53 37 45.6
II H

23 NORTH CROy ROAD JUNCT OLD US 93 3 2 0 1 6 54 2000 2.05 42 40 44.9
II u

24 PABLO MAIN STREET BUSINESS DIST 0 2 1

••)

L 5 50 2400 1.43 32 53 43.7
II II

25 MINK LANE TO .5 MI S FAS 211 0 0 1 3 40 600 3.42 63 22 43.1
II 11

26 HILLSIDE ROAD 2 MI E ST IGNATIUS 0 1 1 1 3 40 1100 1.87 39 49 42.9
II II

27 OLD US 93 .5 HI S NORTH CROW 1 0 0 3 40 1500 1.37 31 49 39.4
II II

28 KERR DAM ROAD FAS 354 INTERSECT 0 0 3 0 3 40 900 2.28 46 22 36.6
II II

29 TIMBERLANE ROAD 1.5 MI E US 93 1 1 1 0 40 900 2.28 46 22 36.6
u u

30 OLD US 93 CURVE JUST S PABLO 1 0 0 3 40 1600 1.28 29 40 35.6
u II

31 OLD US 93 .3 MI US 93 N PABL 0 0 1 3 40 1600 1.28 29 22 29.9
H II

32 FINLEY POINT ROAD CURVE I MI N'^ H 35 0

N M IVrMMMMJV«IMMMMMArWMMMJUMl>JJUMIUMMMMMMMM MMfju ft n rj »i ri

')

L 0 1 3 40 2400 0.66 21 22 26.6

TOTALS = 47 45 30 42 164

AVE. YEAR = 1.5 1.4 0.9 1.3 5.1 48.7 1184.4 3.2 57.7 41.1 49.7
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Phastt 3 - Analysis of Data; included the determination of hazard

indexes for each location by using the Federal Highway

Administration Report No. FHWA-RD-77-83 "Identification of

Hazardous Locations". Computations involved with accidents,

volumes, capacities, indicator values and other aspects of hazard

indexes were performed on the microcomputer. From these

computations a preliminary hazard ranking list was prepared.

Phasa 4 - Evaluation of Corractive Measures and Priority Listing;

included the determination of improvements that would reduce or

eliminate certain types of accidents in general at the study

locations. Preliminary designs of those improvements included

signing, geometric changes, and reconstruction. The improvements

were recommended on a short term basis. In most cases, the nature

of the sites was such that long term improvements could not be

recommended.

Cost effectiveness calculations of the improvements at each

location were determined by preparing preliminary cost estimates

and computing economic benefits to arrive at a benefit/cost ratio.

The method used to determine benefit/cost ratios is identical to

that used by the Montana Department of Highways Project Planning

Section. All values used in the formulation were supplied by Hank

Butzlaff, supervisor of that section. The composite hazard index

ranking and benefit/cost ratio, then determined the final priorit.y

1 i s t i ng.





BRROR ANALYSIS

The analysis of hiqh hazard accident sites by the methods

published in FHWA Report No. FHHA-RD-77-83 intrinsically contains

some degree of error due to subjective data collection and

computational bias. In the application of the method, certain

other innate errors appear in various forms.

A cursory analysis of these error sources and the relative degree

of effect each has on the final index ranking is represented in

this section.

SITE SELECTION

Site selection involved the use of the three major indexes

used in the computation of hazard indexes. Therefore, the possible

error of not selecting the most hazardous sites in the county was

greatly reduced.

NUMBER OP ACCIDENTS INDICATOR

The average number of accidents per site was 8. 1 which would

result in an average indicator value of 61. Assuming the worst

conditions for error analysis purposes, two reports may be

incorrect either by misplaced location or lost, which would produce

negative bias. This would result in a negative bias of 10%.
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ACCIDENT RATE INDICATOR

Since volume data for the exact period of accident reporting

may not exist at some locations, factors adjusting past or present

Average Daily Traffic ( ADT) to the analysis period were used.

Assuming the worst cases of no growth or double growth, the actual

ADT during the reporting period would have created a negative or

positive bias of 6% in the indicator value.

The volume capacity indicator would present a similar bias of

lessor magnitude due to ADT factoring.

HAZARD INDEX ERROR

Based on the foregoing assumptions, the average error in the

hazard index of 61.4 could be negative or positive. It is unlikely

that all bias would be directed in a positive or negative

direction. It is most probable that compensating errors occurred

in the majority of instances.





HAZARD INDEX - ANALYSIS RESULTS

Seven hazard indexes were used as the preliminary basis of

ranking hazardous sites. The following are brief descriptions of

each index including data format, data collection, indicator

scaling and site ranking with respect to each index.

1. Number of Accidents - This indicator provided a historical

background of accidents at the investigation site. In the case of

Lake Count.y, a four year period was used, which included 1 985 -

1988. The accident reports were photo copied in Helena and

provided to the consultant. The data represents all reports filed

on county roads in Lake County.

Figure 3. is a curve extracted from the FHWA report which is

used to determine the indicator value. The data base is number of

accidents per year. This indicator as all of the seven indicators

used in the report is scaled between 0 and 100. An average of two

accidents per year in a three year period indicates a hazardous

location (indicator value of 33). Ten accidents on the average per

year is used to designate a very hazardous location (indicator

value of 67). In the case of this study where low volume roads

are involved, the total number of accidents per site criteria was

used to extract the index value. This higher value is therefore

more consistent with the level of the the other index values.

Using an annual rate would scale down the importance of this

indicator relative to other index values.

Table 3 is the computer generated ranking of all sites based

on this indicator.
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TABLE 3. SITE RANKING BY NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS

TOTAL NO.

ACCIDENTS / YEAR NO. ACC.

NO. MAJOR ROOTE 85 86 87 88 ACC. INDEX

1 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 5 4 3 5 1 7 81

2 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 6 1 3 1 1

1

69

J TTMPPni AMP RnAD — 1 0 MILES 2 1 2 4 9 64

4 TIMBERLANE ROAD -2.5 MILES 1 1 1 6 9 64

5 OLD U.S. 93 - CANYON MILL 1 3 3 1 8 61

6 ROCKY POINT ROAD 2 2 1 2 7 58

7 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 3 0 1 3 7 58

8 ST. MARY* S ROAD 1 2 0 4 7 58

9 FINLEY POINT ROAD 2 1 1 0 4 45

10 ROUND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 0 1 0 1 2 33

TOTALS 23 16 1 5 27 81

AVERAGES = 2. 3 1 . 6 1 . 5 2. 7 8. 1 59. 2

2. Accident Rate Indicator - This indicator somewhat

compensates for any incomplete information provided by the number

of accident indicators, in that an exposure value is provided by

the relationship between accidents and the total volumes of

vehicles using the facility.

The data base for this indicator is expressed as the number

of accidents per million entering vehicles. In the case of an

intersection, "million entering vehicles" is the sum of the daily-

average approach volumes on all legs of the intersection,

multiplied by the number of days in the analysis period.

The accident rate indicator is a very important part of the

hazard index ranking method and data collection is possible only

when a continued program of traffic counting has been performed.

Spot counts adjusted by yearly volume increases, seasonal

variations, daily variations and hourly variations were necessary

1 7





at most of the sites to develop an average daily traffic figure

applied to the analysis period. The length of the cluster areas

was extremely variable in this study. If the volumes were applied

on a per site basis, the bias would be toward the longer sections.

Therefore, the indicator was used b.y calculating number of

accidents per million vehicles per 0.2 mile sections.

Figure 4 represents the graphic plot of accident rate versus

indicator value. As before, the indicator value ranges between 0

and 100.

Table 4 is the computer generated ranking of sites based on

this indicator.

TABLE 4. SITE RANKING BY ACCIDENT RATE

TOTAL 4 YEAR ACCIDENTS
RANK ACCIDENTS 1989 PERIOD PER ACC RATE
NO. INTERSECTION LOCATION 4 YEARS ADT AVERAGE MVE IND VAL

1 ST. MARY'S ROAD 7 150 1 50 10.65 100
2 ROUND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 2 220 220 6. 23 94
3 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 11 800 768 3.27 . 61

4 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES 9 350 336 3.06 58

5 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 2. 5 MILES 9 300 288 2. 85 55

6 OLD U.S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 7 1.800 1,728 1.39 31

7 ROCKY POINT ROAD 7 1,350 1,296 1.23 28

8 OLD U.S. 93 - CANYON MILL 8 1,586 1,522 1.20 27

9 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 17 1,500 1,440 1.16 26

10 FINLEY POINT ROAD 4 1,600 1,536 0.89 21

AVERAGE VALUES = 8 966 928 3 50
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3. Accident Severity Indicator - Although there are many

factors involved in the severity of accidents, statistical studies

over a significant number of years have given fairly reliable

dollar values in terms of economic loss for each type of accident.

The accident severity indicator correlates a probable cause and

effect relationship which aids in the determination of the level of

accident reduction measures required. Severity values can also be

used as a determinant of benefits resulting from various

improvements.

The data base for accident severity is average relative

severity in thousands of dollars. Data collection necessary for

the use of the severity index is made possible by the accident

report form. Dollar values for severity were provided by Hank

Butzlaff of the Montana Department of Highways. They are:

Fatal Accident = $500,000, Injury Accident = $11,000 and Property

Damage Accident - $1, 500.

The FHWA report presents the relative severity index values

for each type of accident. Once the type of accident has been

established. Figure 5 enables the user to assess the indicator

value. Figure 5 is a graphic plot of the average severity in

thousands of dollars versus the indicator value which is based on a

scale of 0 to 1 00.

Table 5 is the computer generated ranking of sites based on

this i ndi cator.
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TABLE 5. SITE RANKING BY ACCIDENT SEVERITY

SUM OF TOTAL AVERAGE

RANK SEVERITY NO. SEVERITY INDICATOR

NO. INTERSECTION LOCATION VALUES ACC. INDEX VALUE

1 RODND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD $511 , 000 2 $255, 500 1 00

2 OLD U. S. 93 - CANYON MILL $548, 500 8 $68, 563 1 00

3 ROCKY POINT ROAD $48, 500 / $6, 929 56

4 ST. MARY' S ROAD $48, 500 7 $6. 929 56

5 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES $61 , 000 9 $6, 778 55

6 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 2. 5 MILES $61 , 000 9 $6, 778 55

7 FINLEY POINT ROAD $25. 000 4 $6, 250 54

8 TERRACE LAKE ROAD $73, 000 17 $4, 294 46

9 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO $29, 500 7 $4, 21

4

46

10 TURTLE LAKE ROAD $35, 500 1 1 $3, 227 41

TOTAL SEVERITY $ $1, 441, 500
TOTAL NO. ACC. 81

AVE. SEVERITY / ACC. = $17, 796
AVE. IND. VAL / SITE = 61

4. Volume to Capacity Ratio Indicator - This i ndi cat or not

only produces exposure rates but also incorporates exi st i ng

roadside features and conditions such as traffic type, turning

directions, volume mix and number of lanes.

Computation of the volume capacity indicator is expressed as

follows:

V/C = ADT/24 HOUR CAPACITY

Again the low volume nature of these sites would dilute the

relative importance of this indicator if calculated in this manner.

Therefore, vol ume/ capaci t y calculation using the 1985 Highway

Capacity Manual procedures were used and expressed as a peak hour

V/C. If the above formula were used, the maximum index value would

have been less than 10 and more than half of the sites would have

beenatornearzero.

Data required for the volume capacity ratio involves field

measurements of existing geometries, turning counts and volume mix.
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The capacity of each section of road or intersection is computed

through methodology presented in the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual

using FHWA computer software. Although this indicator is

cumbersome to use by inexperienced personnel, its inclusion is

considered necessary and correlates well in hazardous index

r anki ng.

Figure 6. presents a graphic plot of the volume capacity

ratio versus the indicator value which is also scaled between 0 and

1 00.

Table 6. is the computer generated ranking of the sites based

on this indicator.

TABLE 6. SITE RANKING BY VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIOS

PEAK PEAK V/C

RANK HOUR HOUR V/C INDICATOR
NO. INTERSECTION LOCATION CAPACITY FLOH RATIO VALUE

1 FINLEY POINT ROAD 417 1 60 0. 38 64

2 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 449 1 50 0. 33 58

3 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 244 80 0. 33 57

4 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 719 180 0. 25 48

5 OLD U. S, 93 - CANYON MILL 71 9 1 56 0. 22 43

6 ROCKY POINT ROAD 700 1 35 0. 1 9 40

7 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES 404 35 0. 09 23

8 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 2. 5 MILES 404 30 0. 07 20
9 ROUND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 520 22 0. 04 1 4

1 0 ST. MARY' S ROAD 372 1 5 0. 04 1 3

AVERAGE VALUES 495 96 0. 19 38

5. Sight Distance Indicator - This indicator is of

significant value in rural locations, especially at intersecting

roads. Even though the weighting factor in the hazard index

computation is low, it is still considered valuable in determining
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deficiencies on unimproved county roads.

The data format for using the sight distance indicator is the

ratio of actual sight distance to desirable sight distance. The

FHHA report presents the minimum stopping sight distance on wet

pavement for the various design speeds. Actual stopping sight

distance is the distance from the drivers position to the point

where a stop may be required to avoid a hazardous maneuver or

directcollision.

The data format for this indicator is the sight distance

ratio of actual over desirable. Collection of the sight distance

data requires field measurements of sight distance and

determination of average travel speeds. Figure 7. presents a

graphic plot of the sight distance ratio versus the indicator value

which ranges from 0 to 100.

Table 7. is the computer generated ranking of sites based on

this indicator.

TABLE 7. SITE RANKING BY SIGHT DISTANCE

RANK N m IND S RE<i IND E RED IND U REO IND IND

NUMBER INTERSECTION LOCATION SO SO RATIOVAL SO SD RATIO VAL SO SD RATIO VAL SD SD RATIO VAL VAL

1 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 300 600 0.50 100 300 600 0.50 100 500 350 1.43 14 500 350 1.43 14 100

2 ST. HARY'S ROAD 200 275 0.73 65 200 275 0.73 65 250 500 0.50 100 88

3 TIHBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 HILES 200 275 0.73 65 150 275 0.55 99 88

4 TIHBERLANE ROAD - 2.5 MILES 150 275 0.55 99 200 275 0.73 65 200 275 0.73 88

5 TURTLE LAKE ROAO 300 275 1.09 30 300 275 1.09 30 300 500 0.60 88

6 OLD U.S. 93 - CANYON HILL 700 400 1.75 4 700 400 1.75 4 700 650 1.08 31 400 650 0.62 84

7 ROCKY POINT ROAO 600 400 1.50 11 600 400 1.50 11 400 650 0.62 84 800 650 1.23 22
8 FINLEY POINT ROAD 300 500 0.60 88 300 500 0.60 68 400 275 1.45 13 400 275 1.45 13

9 ROUND BUTTE ROAO - SLOAN ROAO 700 800 0.88 47 700 800 0.88 47 700 800 0.88 47

10 OLD U.S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 700 525 1.33 17 700 525 1.33 17 2 900 800 1.13 0

AVERAGE INDICATOR VALUE : 68.4
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6. Driver Expectancy Indicator - This indicator relates human

behavior factors to existing road conditions. The value of this

indicator is realized in the fact that the roadway geometries and

roadside culture are evaluated on a human judgement basis.

The data format for the driver expectancy index is the

problem rating scale. Being a subjective indicator, the degree of

expectancy is rated on a scale from 1 to 6, and the expectancy

rating varies linearly with the indicator value as shown in Figure

8. The expectancy rating form can be found in the FHWA report for

further reference.

Table 8. is the computer generated ranking of sites based on

this i ndi cator.

TABLE 8. SITE RANKING BY DRIVER EXPECTANCY

RANK NB SB EB R6 HGTD. IND
NO. INTERSECTION LOCATION RATE RATE RATE RATE RATE VAL

1 ROUND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 5 5 6 5. 3 89
2 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 2. 5 MILES 5 5 6 5 5. 3 88

3 OLD U. S. 93 - CANYON MILL 4 6 6 4 5. 0 83
4 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 5 5 5. 0 83

5 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES 5 5 5 5 5. 0 83

6 FINLEY POINT ROAD 5 5 5. 0 83
7 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 5 5 4 4. 7 78

8 ST. MARY* S ROAD 5 4 4. 5 75
9 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 3 5 4 4. 0 67

1 0 ROCKY POINT ROAD 3 3 3. 0 50

AVERAGE INDICATOR VALUE 77.

9
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7. Information System Deficiencies Indicator - This indicator

also provides a value or subjective judgement on the sufficiency of

traffic control devices which transfer necessary information to the

operator.

The data format for the information system deficiencies

indicator is similar to that of the driver expectancy indicator in

that a value form is used to provide a rating between 1 and 6. The

rating for this indicator is also plotted linearly between the

indicator range values of 0 and 100 and is shown on Figure 9. The

value rating form is for the information system deficiencies

indicator. It is also presented in the FHWA report for further

reference.

Table 9. is the computer generated ranking of sites based on

t hi s i ndi cator.

TABLE 9. SITE RANKING BY INFORMATION DEFICIENCY

RANK NB SB EB HB RGTD. IND
NO. INTERSECTION LOCATION RATE RATE RATE RATE RATE VAL

1 ST. MARY- S ROAD 6 6 6. 0 1 00
2 ROUND BOTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 5 6 6 5. 7 94
3 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 5 6 4 5. 0 83
4 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES 5 5 5 5 5. 0 83
5 TIMBERLANE ROAD -2.5 MILES 5 5 5 5 5. 0 83
6 FINLEY POINT ROAD 5 5 5. 0 83
7 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 5 5 5. 0 83
8 OLD U. S. 93 - CANYON MILL 4 5 5 5 4. 8 79
9 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 5 4 4 4. 3 72

1 0 ROCKY POINT ROAD 3 3 3. 0 50

AVERAGE INDICATOR VALUE 81.3
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HAZARD RANKIKa
Once all of the data had been collected and the indicator

values computed, indicator values and necessary data were

transferred to the hazard index computation matrix. Each indicator

is weighted in accordance with the FHHA report. The weighting

factors are fractional portions of unity. When all nine indicators

established in FHHA report are used, the sum of weights is equal to

one. In the case of Lake County, two indicators were omitted, the

Traffic Conflict Indicator and the Erratic Maneuvers Indicator.

Their exclusion from the study was not felt to be any deterrent in

the ranking of hazardous sites. The use of seven indicators

provides an 88.6% confidence in strength of evaluation.

Based on the hazard analysis for each site, a matrix of

indicator values and final hazard index ratings was constructed on

the Lotus system and a hazard index ranking was completed. Table

10. lists this ranking by site number, location, indicator values

and hazard index. Also shown is statistical information for the

indicator values and hazard index.

During the process of field data collection and subsequent

indicator computations, it was discovered that values for the two

subjective indicators could vary widely between consecutive

observations and among non-experienced observers. Lake County will

most likel.y retain traffic personnel who will update the high

hazard priority list and therefore these indicators should remain

as part of the hazard index ranking.
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EXPLANATION OF IMPROVEMENTS
The recommended improvements presented within this report are

of two types. Short term improvements indicate the minimum amount

of upgrading or modifications necessary to increase driver expect-

ancy and to update the site to current standards. Long term

improvements are normally considered viable when severe conditions

at the site prevent short term improvements from completely satis-

fying the control measures necessary to prevent future problems.

Since all of the long term improvements are dependant upon signif-

icant changes in the future operations and most of the sites were

not of a nature that reliable predictions could be made, no costs

or project ranking was completed. Many of the recommended improve-

ments have sufficient latitude so that alternative measures could

be suggested during design. The selection of recommended improve-

ments was based on subjective engineering judgement.

At some of the sites, it was noted that a few traffic control

devices were not in compliance with MUTCD. There also may be

several locations where deficiencies may be critical and should be

corrected as soon as possible.

In most cases, pavement markings were recommended. Ideally,

all county roads should be striped, where warranted. However, past

budgets have not allowed for this work to be completed. The county

should consider contracting with the Department of Highways, as

other Montana counties have done, to stripe the most critical

county roads. When done in large quantities, pavement markings can

be obtained at a relatively economical price.
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The improvement sketches in all cases should not be

considered design plans. The drawings are preliminary and are

intended to present improvement concepts only in enough detail to

provide the measure of control necessary and to provide cost

estimates. In some cases, detailed survey data; design research;

design plans and specifications; and construction layout will be

necessary to effectively achieve the improvements.
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BENEFIT/COST RATIOS

Costs " are developed by preliminary applying unit costs to

required quantities based either on current prices as tabulated

from average bid prices of similar projects or, where applicable,

on prices established by Montana Department of Highways Project

Planning Section. The costs should in no way be considered a quote

or final estimate of actual work.

The following are traffic control devices and allowable costs

that are eligible for funding by the Montana Department of Highways

through their Off-System Safety Program:
^

A. Signs:

1

.

1 square foot to 6 square feet - $ 1 00. 00

2. 6. 1 square feet to 10 square feet - $ 1 40. 00

3. 10, 1 square feet to 20 square feet - $ 1 70. 00

4. supplementary sign on same post - $ 50. 00

Deli neat ors

1 . Design ""A" metal posts - $ 9. 25

2. Design "A" flexible posts-6' - $ 20. 00

3. Design "A" flexible posts-27" - $ 6. 00

Guardrai 1

:

1 . New "H" Beam rail (per foot) - $ 8. 00

2. "W" Beam end treatment (each) - $1, 000. 00

3. New concrete rail (per foot) - $ 1 6. 00

4. New concrete end tapers ( per foot) - $ 1 6. 00
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Even though Lake County maintenance crews are capable of

performing a good deal of work, costs related to physical changes

in the roadway section are based on contract prices in order to

correlate with costs requiring contract bid letting. The costs do

not include administrative, engineering or field layout for the

recommended improvements at the one site which would require final

design plans. Engineering design will generally be required to

produce contract plans and specifications. These costs should be

evaluated prior to planning improvement projects requiring bids.

Baneflts - are estimated by applying accident reduction

forecasts based on the type of improvement recommended. The

forecasts are based on the subjective evaluation by an experienced

traffic engineer. This evaluation is aided by knowledge of

accident experience at similar locations with the improvements

existing. Also statistical studies relating certain improvements

to accident reduction are used as a guide ie, Roy Jorgenson and

Associates, "Evaluation of Criteria for Safety Improvements on the

Highway" (Washington. D. C. : U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Office of

Highway Safety, 1 966. p. 316).

The forecasted reduction is expressed as a percentage of each

type of accident. This percentage is multiplied by the percentage

of all accidents represented by each type. The total percent

reduction of all accidents at each site is the sum of all accidents

reduction percentages for each type.

The method used to compute benefits in this study follows the

Montana Department of Highways procedures. Those procedures were
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programmed for the Lotus 123 Computer Software which provides a

tabular summary of all variables in the computation.

If applied consistently, the economic benefit computation will

provide a realistic estimate of average economic savings to

society. The benefit amount should not be interpreted as a dollar

value that Lake County will receive as a result of dollar outlay.

It is a figure used to quantify the economic benefit to society

that would occur if a certain number of accidents did not occur.

Ratio - of benefits to cost provides a numerical reference to

the relative value of the recommended improvements. It is the

desire of any improvement project to have a benefit-cost (B/C)

ratio in excess of 1.0. If the B/C is less than 1.0 the project

would have questionable justification. In this study, none of the

sites had a B/C less than one. Table 11 is a computer generated

summary of the B/C ranking for the study sites.
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PRIORITY INDEX

The ranking of site improvement priorities cannot be directly

dependent on the hazard ranking of the study sites. The value of

the improvements must enter into the priority listing in the form

of the benefit/cost ratio (B/C). The method of developing a

composite Hazard Index - B/C listing must be dependent on the

relative index scale used in the hazard index computation.

Therefore, a correlation of scale between the B/C ratio and hazard

indicator value was developed on the following assumptions:

1. The contributing conditions creating hazards at each site

and the resulting hazard ranking is relatively independent of the

cost of correcting these conditions.

2. Benefits to be derived from correcting hazardous situations

at each site is indirectly proportional to the degree of

hazardness.

3. The benefit-cost ratio, by virtue of benefit computation,

is indirectly proportional to the number of accidents indicator and

severity indicator, both of which are curvilinear functions.

4. The benefit-cost ratios can be rated on a scale of 0 to 100

based on a curvilinear function.

5. The B/C ratio of 1.0 is equivalent to an indicator value of

0 and the upper limit (indicator value = 100) must be chosen to

encompass the majority of sites. In this case a B/C of 20.0

assumes the indicator value of 100.

Based on these assumptions a graphic plot of the B/C ratio

versus B/C indicator value has been established and it is shown in
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Figure 10. Since it has been graphed on semi-log paper the line

appearslinear.

Since the relative weighting of benefit-costs and hazardness

is a controversial subject which would require research beyond the

scope of this report, it is felt that the priority index should be

based on 33% weighting for the benefit-cost ratio and 67% weight on

the hazard index. Therefore, to establish a priority index the

following formula has been devised:

Priority Index = (Hazard Index) x (0.67)

+ (Cost-Benefit Indicator) x (0.33)

Table 12. is the computer generated summary of priority

ranking based on the composite hazard index - benefit/cost index

values.

TABLE 12. SITE RANKING BY PRIORITY INDEX - CALCULATION SUMMARY

PRIORITY HAZARD HEIGHTED BEN/COST HEIGHTED PRIORITY
NUMBER INTERSECTION LOCATION INDEX VALUE INDEX VALUE INDEX

1 ST. MARY* S ROAD 72. 67 48. 69 93 30. 69 79. 38

2 OLD U. S. 93 - CANYON MILL 64. 77 43. 40 83 27. 39 70. 79

3 TIMBERLANE ROAD - 1.0 MILES 64. 10 42. 95 80 26. 40 69. 35
4 TIMBERLANE ROAD -2.5 MILES 63. 92 42. 83 69 22. 77 65. 60
5 TERRACE LAKE ROAD 61

.

75 41

.

37 67 22. 1 1 63. 48

6 ROUND BUTTE ROAD - SLOAN ROAD 74. 04 49. 61 41 1 3. 53 63. 1 4

7 TURTLE LAKE ROAD 61

.

94 41 . 50 54 1 7. 82 59. 32

8 OLD U. S. 93 CURVE S. OF PABLO 49. 79 33. 36 64 21

.

1 2 54. 48

9 ROCKY POINT ROAD 47. 76 32. 00 60 19. 80 51

.

80

10 FINLEY POINT ROAD 54. 04 36. 21 19 6. 27 42. 48

AVERAGE VALUES : 61 . 48 41 . 19 63. 00 20. 79 61 . 98
STANDARD DEVIATIONS : 8. 29 5. 55 20. 38 6. 72 9. 99

PRIORITY INDEX = (HAZARD IND. x .67) + (BEN/COST IND. x .33)
* SIGNIFIES THOSE SITES CARRIED OVER FROM THE 1985 STUDY
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I MPLEMENTATI ON

Within Table 13, the priority lists have been arranged in a

manner in which budget considerations can readily be applied in the

decision to proceed with improvements. The priority ranking was

the major consideration in selecting which sites will be receiving

funds first. Since limited funds are available, it is usually

necessary to skip over a few higher priority projects to improve a

greater number of sites as soon as possible. In this case, the

improvement projects follow the priority ranking exactly. The

listing assumes that eligible project costs will be funded by MDOH

Off-system Safety funds. The MDOH project funding limit is less

than $ 10,000 per project period, or else formal bid letting

procedures would be required by MDOH. This dollar figure is used

as the criteria to define construction groupings. The estimated

costs not covered by MDOH funds are considered County funding

requirements. If Lake County forces perform this work, the actual

costs would probably be much less.

There is no timetable given for these improvements. It may be

conceivable that MDOH could fund more than one of the site groups

in a single year, depending on available funding. The County will

want to request funding from MDOH by submitting this report to

Steve Kologi, P. E. , Administrator, Program Development Coordinator.
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TABLE 13. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION GROUPINGS

M. D. 0. H.

PRIOR. COST ELIGIBLE COUNTY

NUMBER LOCATION ESTIMATE FUNDS FUNDS

1 ST. MARY' S ROAD $1 , 820. 00 $1 , 500. 00 $320. 00

2 OLD U. S, 93 CANYON MILL $5, 030. 00 $2, 820. 00 $2, 210. 00

3 TIMBERLANE ROAD @ 1 . 0 MILES $4, 790. 00 $1, 620. 00 $3, 170. 00

4 TIMBERLANE ROAD Q 2 . 5 MILES $6, 505. 00 $2, 580. 00 $3, 925. 00

5 TERRACE LAKE ROAD $4, 820. 00 $1, 260. 00 $3, 560. 00

CONSTRUCTION GROUP #1 TOTALS = $22, 965. 00 $9, 780. 00 $13, 185. 00

6 ROUND BUTTE ROAD $8, 830. 00 $810. 00 $8, 020. 00

7 TURTLE LAKE ROAD $3, 390. 00 $1 , 050. 00 $2, 340. 00

8 OLD U. S. 93 - PABLO CURVE $4, 330. 00 $1 , 280. 00 $3, 050. 00
9 ROCKY POINT ROAD $7, 165. 00 $1 , 520. 00 $5, 645. 00

10 FINLEY POINT ROAD $1 1 , 980. 00 $1 , 700. 00 $1 0, 280. 00

CONSTRUCTION GROUP #2 TOTALS = $35, 695. 00 $6, 360. 00 $29, 335. 00

TOTAL ALL CONSTRUCTION = $58, 660. 00 $16, 140. 00 $42, 520. 00
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PROaRAM COWTZKUATJOK

Since the basic format of the study has been outlined and an

initial priority list established, continuance of the program is

strongly advised. The findings and recommendations of this study

will soon become obsolete without continued updating at least on an

annual basis.

The following recommendations in the continuance of the

program are offered to Lake County:

1. The Department of Justice should continue to be assessed

for copies of accident reports. \f

2. One person should be assessed with the responsibility of

the program to insure that all data is being supplied, processed

and filed.

3. An accident cluster map should be maintained.

4. Criteria should be developed for the inclusion of

additional sites to be analyzed.

5. Coordinate any traffic counting programs that may exist or

establish a counting program.

6. Analyze new sites according to the procedures of this study

and include them in the priority list when warranted.

All of the data processing and storage can be handled by the

Lotus 123 software. If an IBM compatible computer is available for

use by the county, a copy of the data disk has been provided.
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FIGURE 2.

HOURLY TRAFFIC VARIATIONS
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FIGURE 3. NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS INDICATOR





INDICATOR VALUE

FIGURE 4. ACCIDENT RATE INDICATOR





INDICATOR VALUE

FIGURE 6. ACCIDENT SEVERITY INDICATOR
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FIGURE 7. SIGHT DISTANCE INDICATOR
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FIGURE 9. DRIVER EXPECTANCY INDICATOR
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ST • MARY'S LAKE ROAD
PRXORXTV NUMBER 1

SITE DESCRIPTION

St. riary* 5 Lake Road is a rural road uhich provides access

to camp sites, farms and recreational areas in the Mission

Mountain Range. It begins in St. Ignatius and heads in a

sout huest er 1 y direction past Lake St. Mary, for a distance of

approximately 12 miles until it intersects uith Jocko Road near

the Middle Fork. The accident cluster area is located approx-

imately 4 miles east of St. Ignatius.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. Accident cluster areas are spread out among the

first series of curves starting at the end of an extended tangent

section, uhich includes a section approximately 0.6 miles in

length. The gravel road varies in uidth from 20 to 28 feet

throughout this section. The grade is fairly constant, varying

betueen 1 and 2Z* Trees line the roaduay and often infringe upon

the shoulders. Four to five foot high, grassy roaduay backslopes

rising from the shoulder of the road along uith fences and pouer

lines, occur throughout the section's length.

Traffic Control Devices. The only traffic control devices

in this section are hazard markers at the ends of a short section
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of guardrail. The markers are not applied correctly since the

slash marks are pointed in the urong direction.

Traffic Volumes. The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 150. This is the louest volume

roaduay of all the study sites. Traffic volumes throughout the

past four years have probably remained relatively constant.

The directional split on this roaduay is approximately 40?^-60?i

uhich means that at certain periods of the day, ^OZ of the

vehicles are going in one direction uhile the remainder are headed

intheother. '

Traffic Operations. No serious conflicts uere observed on

this section of roaduay. Traffic volumes are so 1 ou that it is

difficult to determine driver and vehicle reaction to the

situations encountered. From the Engineer's perspective during

subjective evaluations at the site, it uas noted that several

factors have combined to create potential problems at this site.

1. The roaduay geometries at the first curve site are

extreme in comparison to the previous section of tangent road.

2. The gravel road has developed sections of uashboard

surface that causes loss of control even at 1 ou speeds (20-30

flPH) . Irrigation sprinklers pump uater onto the road surface

causing muddy and rutted areas.

3. The high grassy berms, fences and pouer lines give the

feeling of driving in a tunnel. No room for avoidance manuevers
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exists. The slightest curve in the roaduay restricts sight

distance ahead.

4. Road approaches are completely hidden by trees and other

vegetat ion

.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere seven accidents recorded in the four year study period.

There seems to be an increasing trend in the annual number of

accidents uith 4 occurring in 1988 and only 2 in 1986. All of the

accidents uere single vehicle accidents. The primary conditions

of the accidents uas an inability to traverse the roaduay align-

ment uith a resulting loss of vehicle control.

The majority of accidents occurred on dry roads in fair

ueather conditions. The majority of accidents also occurred

during daytime driving conditions. Injury type accidents occurred

uith more frequency than property damage accidents.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Proper curve uarning signs,

indicating the presence of curves in an otheruise straight road

section, uill alert drivers to a pending change in the alignment.

Delineation along the most critical of the site's curves uill

provide positive guidance through this portion of road, especially

during inclement ueather or during nigh time conditions.
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Increased maintenance on the road surface uill improve control of

vehicle dynamics. Cutting trees, trimming brush and mouing grass

in the curve areas and at intersections are probably the most

critical improvements since it uill open the vieu of the road

alignment and of other vehicles.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $1,820 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices.

Long term improvements at this site uould include regrading

the roadside berms, relocating fences and pouer lines, and

straightening small reverse curves. These improvements uould

probably not be practical uith current traffic volumes.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $9,427

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed according to

accepted methods at 16.25, highest of all the study sites.
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OLD U-S. ^3 — CANVON MXL_L_

PRXORXTY NUMBER 2

SITE DESCRIPTION

Old U.S. 93 is a north-south road uhich used to be part of

the Highuay 93 alignment before Highuay 93 uas reconstructed to

by-pass certain touns uithin Lake County. This section of Old

U.S. 93 is approximately 2.0 miles north of Ronan, Montana. It

serves as alternate access betueen Pablo and Ronan; as an access

to local farms and residences: and as a collector road betueen

rural east-uest roads.

The accident cluster area begins approximately 1.8 miles

north of Ronan and includes a section approximately 0.6 miles in

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. Accident cluster areas are located at the

curves in the otheruise tangent roaduay. The major cluster area

is in the middle of the first curve north of Ronan and involves

the intersection of Canyon Mill Road.

The roaduay is paved 24 feet in uidth and has variable

shoulder uidths and ditch slopes. The section includes a reverse

curve. Superelevation of the road surface in the curve sections

is variable due to settlement and other conditions of the roaduay

cross section.

length.
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There are tuo main access points to Old U.S» 93 and both of

them are in the middle of the curved alignment. Canyon Mill Road

is the only approach road uith significant traffic volumes.

Grades along this section are relatively flat and no appar-

ent vertical curves exists. Vegetation grouth at this intersec-

tion presents only moderate sight distance restrictions. Houever,

ground vegetation along the roaduay is tall enough uhen combined

uith the high berm on the inside of the first curve to effectively

block the roaduay alignment from vieu.

The approach roads have gravel surfaces uith the gravel

abutting the paved shoulder of Old U.S. 93. Alternate vehicle

paths to the roaduay have been created by vehicle taking short

cuts to the highuay over the years.

Traffic Control Devices. The only traffic control devices

in this section are stop signs at the road approaches* and some

delineators uhich uere probably left over from the time it uas a

primary highuay route. There is also one curve uarning sign for

the first curve in the northbound direction.

Traffic Volumes* The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 1,586 vehicles per day. Traffic

volumes throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately 3%. Machine recording counts uere taken at this

location. The hourly variations indicate that traffic patterns on

this road are extremely unusual. The peak hour is at 8:00 in the

evening at 12% of average daily traffic. The second highest peak
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is at 4:00 in the afternoon uith lOZ of ADT. Tuo other peaks are

at 12:00 midnight and at 10:00 in the morning. Traffic has

extreme variations between these peaks. This indicates that there

may be some specific type of traffic using this facility that

involves shift uork or some other highly intensive attraction.

Traffic volumes on Canyon Mill Road are approximately 300 ADT.

The directional split on Old U.S. 93 is approximately A-OZ-SOZ

uhich means that at certain periods of the day, 40/^ of the

vehicles are going in one direction uhile the remainder are headed

in the other

.

Traffic Operations. Some potential conflicts uere observed

on this section of roaduay during the field revieu. Also, from

the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at the

site, it uas noted that several factors have combined to create

potential problems at this site.

1. The curves in the alignment presents a significantly

different change in the otherwise straight alignment of the

roaduay. Even though the curvature of the road is not hidden by

vertical curves or roadside conditions, inattentive drivers uould

be mildly surprised, especially at night.

2. The variation in superelevation in the middle of the

curves tends to rock the vehicle. In an emergency situation, this

action could be enough to cause loss of control.

3. The stop sign for the uestbound approach on Canyon Hill

Road is hidden in advance by a large tree. the tree also tends to

obscure the surface of Old U.S. 93 from vieu.
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4. Uith the intersecting roaduay in the middle of a curve,

it is difficult to tell exactly uhere the approach road is.

5. Sight distance from the eastbound approach road is

blocked to the south by a high roaduay berm and grassy slope.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere eight accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

accidents seem to reflect the conditions encountered at the site.

The majority of accidents are single vehicle accidents consistent

uith loss of control on the curves. Tuo angle accidents at the

Canyon Mill intersection could have been caused by sight

restrictions. One accident involved a vehicle and a bike at the

intersect ion

.

The majority of accidents occurred on dry roads in fair

ueather conditions. Accidents occurred mostly during the day time

hours. The accidents all occurred betueen late summer and mid

fall in the morning and evening hours, uhich may indicate some

problem uith lighting or traffic variations. The severity of

accidents at this site is quite high uith 62X of the accidents

producing injuries.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over sized curve uarning

signs are considered necessary to drau more attention in advance
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of the curves. Proper delineation of the roaduay path is

especially critical at this site. Pavement markings combined uith

delineators uill over come the other physical roaduay alignment

miscues under most circumstances.

Removal of key trees, bushes and vegetation and grading the

earth berms to give motorists an unimpeded vieu of the road

alignment and approaching traffic as vieued from the side roads

uill decrease the potential risk for entering traffic. Advanced

intersection uarning and oversized stop signs uill better define

the intersection control for side road traffic. Use of

supplementary road name plates on the advanced intersection

uarning signs, as provided for in the M.U.T.D.C uill greatly aid

drivers in recognizing the location of the approach and in

planning the turning maneuver.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $5,030 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

riDOH fund eligible prices. The grading and pavement markings

should be much less if county creus performed the uork and the

striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide pavement

marking program.

Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen nor

should they be anticipated until traffic volumes increase beyond

4,000 AOT.
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BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $17,825

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed according to

accepted methods at 12.07, second highest of all study sites.
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TXnBERLANE: ROAD S) 1*0 MXLES
PRXORXTY NUMBER 3

SITE DESCRIPTION

Timberlane Road is an east-uest rural type road uhich begins

at U.S. 93, one mile south of Ronan, and extends uest along

section and mid section lines to an intersection uith Terrace Lake

Road 3.0 miles east of Ronan. It provides access to farms, rural

residences and other land uses along its length.

Their uere five accidents cluster sites identified on

Timberlane Road. Tuo of the accident sites uere selected by Lake

County for study. During the course of the study it became

apparent that all of the sites uere similar in geometries and

accident experience. Therefore, all of the cluster areas uere

incorporated into the tuo study sites. This site includes a

section of road approximately 1.2 Miles in length. The exact

limits of this site are shoun on the existing condition sketch.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. Accident cluster areas are located on the

tangent section prior to the first curve and at the tuo 90 degree

curves included in the site. The roaduay has 22 to 24 foot uide

pavement and has variable shoulder uidths and ditch slopes.

Vertical grades at this site are flat. The roadside environment

is primarily heavy timber uith forest and meadou type vegetation.
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There are also pouer poles, grassed embankments, fences, mailboxes

and drive approaches throughout its length.

Traffic Control Devices. There are four turn signs existing

at this site. One of the curve signs is nonstandard, since it has

the uords "Sharp Turn" printed on the sign sign face. Tuo of the

signs are not appropriately placed for the speed of the facility

(35mph). A speed limit sign also exists at the site, but it is in

poor condition. No pavement markings are visible in the area.

Traffic Volumes. The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 350 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes

throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately AZ or more. The County could not provide historical

counts at this site. The directional split on this roaduay is

approximately 40Z-60Z uhich means that at certain periods of the

day, AOZ of the vehicles are going in one direction uhile the

remainder areheadedintheother.

Traffic Operations. Potential vehicle operations problems

uere observed on this section of roaduay during the field revieu.

From the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at

the site, it uas noted that several additional factors could

create potential problems at this site.

1. The curve sections are the only deviations from tangent

on the entire route. The turns are sharp 90 degrees corners uhich

requires a significant decrease in speed to negotiate. The curves
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have a Ballbank reading of 12 degrees at 20 mph. Uhile the paved

tangent sections could reasonable carry traffic at an average

speed in excess of 45 mph. Adequate attention is not given to this

situation.

2. Sight distance at the curve is severely impeded by trees

and other vegetation growing uithin the inside of the curve.

3. Location of drive approaches in the middle of the curves

adds to potential conflicts in these areas. Mailboxes located in

these areas intensifies the conflict.

4. Although the roaduay is paved, there are areas of

extreme roughness uhich causes vehicle control problems.

5. The 35 mph speed zone seems unrealistic uhen the road-

side environment, pavement surface and 1 ou traffic volumes are

considered. A speed survey should be conducted to determine the

proper speed limits.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere nine accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

accidents seem to be increasing, since there uere four in 1988

alone. The type of accidents primarily involved single vehicle

accidents uith one fixed object and one car-bike accident.

The majority of accidents occurred in fair ueather

conditions and on dry roads. Accidents occurred predominantly

during the daytime hours. The severity of accidents at this site

is high, uith the majority being injury type accidents.
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SHORT TERM inPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over-sized curve uarning

signs are considered necessary 500 feet in advance of the curves

to provide adequate uarning of the severe curvature conditions.

Advisory speed plates are critical for these curves.

Proper delineation of the roaduay path is especially criti-

cal at the curves. Houever, the curves are so sharp that the

arrou panel sign is the only devices that could be reasonably

applied. Pavement markings are extremely desirable at this site

to provide visual information on the roaduay alignment, assign

proper lanes and delineate safe passing zones. Speed limit signs

should be located past the curves for the desired direction of

travel only. The busiest of these approaches should have a stop

control sign and mailboxes should be relocated to an area which

does not require vehicles to stop near the road surface in the

middle of the curves. Removal of vegetation on the inside of

corners and at key points along the roaduay uill provide the most

important improvements by allouing drivers more time to anticipate

and react

.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $4,790 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

riDOH fund eligible prices. The pavement markings should be much

less if county creus performed the uork and the striping uere to

be completed as part of a county uide pavement marking program.
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Long term improvements at this site uould involve recon-

structing the curves to provide a design speed of at least 35 mph.

Access control in these curves could then be controlled better.

The long term improvement should be considered necessary uhen

traffic volumes exceed 2,000 ADT.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $15,161

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed to be 11.12

according to methods developed by the Montana Department of

Highuays. This is the third highest of all the sites.
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txmberlane: road si 2.5 mzles
prxorxty number a-

site description

Timberlane Road is an east-uest rural type road uhich begins

at U.S. 93, one mile south of Ronan, and extends uest along

section and mid section lines to an intersection uith Terrace Lake

Road 3.0 miles east of Ronan. It provides access to farms, rural

residences and other land uses along its length.

Their uere five accidents cluster sites identified on

Timberlane Road. Tuo of the accident sites uere selected by Lake

County for study. During the course of the study it became

apparent that all of the sites uere similar in geometries and

accident experience. Therefore, all of the cluster areas uere

incorporated into the tuo study sites. This site includes a

section of road approximately 1.9 Miles in length. The exact

limits of this site are shoun on the existing condition sketch.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. Accident cluster areas are located on the

three 90 degree curves included in the site. The roaduay has 22

to 24 foot uide pavement and variable shoulder uidths and ditch

slopes. Vertical grades at this site are flat. The roadside

environment is primarily heavy timber uith forest and meadou type
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vegetation. There are also pouer po1es« grassed embankments,

fences, mailboxes and drive approaches throughout its length.

Traffic Control Devices. There are six turn uarning signs

existing at this site. All of these signs are not appropriately

placed for the speed of the facility (35mph). One of the signs is

barely 200 feet in advance of the curve. Tuo speed limit signs

also exist at this site. These signs are located just ahead of

the curve signs. No pavement markings are visible in the area.

Traffic Volumes* The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 300 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes

throughout the past four years have probably increased by approx-

imately or more. The County could not provide historical

counts at this site. The directional split on this roaduay is

approximately AOZ-60'4 uhich means that at certain periods of the

day, 40/J of the vehicles are going in one direction uhile the

remainder are headed in the other.

Traffic Operations. Potential vehicle operations problems

uere observed on this section of roaduay during the field revieu.

From the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at

the site, it was noted that several additional factors could

create potential problems at this site.

1. The curve sections are the only deviations from tangent

on the entire route. The turns are sharp 90 degrees corners uhich

requires a significant decrease in speed to negotiate. The curves
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have a Ballbank reading of 12 degrees at 20 mph. Uhile the

paved tangent sections could reasonable carry traffic at an

average speed in excess of 45 mph. Adequate attention is not given

to this situat ion

.

2. Sight distance at the curve is severely impeded by trees

and other vegetation grouing uithin the inside of the curve.

3. The speed limit signs are in the uorst possible location

since they uould indicate that the curve is a 35 mph curve. This

situation deliberately misleads the driver and should be of

extreme cause for concern.

4. Although the roaduay is paved, there are areas of

extreme roughness uhich causes vehicle control problems*

5. The 35 mph speed zone seems unrealistic uhen the

roadside environment, pavement surface and 1 ou traffic volumes are

considered. A speed survey should be conducted to determine the

proper speed limits.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere nine accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

accidents seem to be increasing, since there uere six in 1988

alone. The type of accidents primarily involved single vehicle

accidents uith tuo head-on accidents in the middle of the sharp

and narrou curves..

The majority of accidents occurred in fair ueather

conditions and on dry roads. Accidents occurred predominantly
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during the night time hours. The severity of accidents at this

site is high, uith the majority being injury type accidents.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEttENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over-sized curve uarning

signs are considered necessary 500 feet in advance of the curves

to provide adequate uarning of the severe curvature conditions.

Advisory speed plates are critical for these curves.

Proper delineation of the roaduay path is especially

critical at the curves. Houever, the curves are so sharp that the

arrow panel sign is the only devices that could be reasonably

applied. Pavement markings are extremely desirable at this site

to provide visual information on the roaduay alignment, assign

proper lanes and delineate safe passing zones. Speed limit signs

should be located past the curves for the desired direction of

travel only. The existing speed limit signs should be relocated

immediately or at least removed until the other improvements are

made.

Removal of vegetation on the inside of corners and at

key points along the roaduay uill provide the most important

improvements by allouing drivers more time to anticipate and

react

.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $6,505 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

flDOH fund eligible prices. The pavement markings should be much
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less if county creus performed the uork and the striping uere to

be completed as part of a county uide pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site uould involve

reconstructing the curves to provide a design speed of at least 35

mph and sufficient uidening for logging trucks to meet and pass

uithin the curve. The long term improvement should be considered

necessary uhen traffic volumes exceed 2,000 ADT.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $14,258

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed to be 7.85 according

to methods developed by the Montana Department of Highuays.
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Vi 35

NEW

NEW
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SITE LOCATION

ACCIDENT TYPE

HEAD DN
ANCLE
LEFT TURN
SIDE SUIPE
REAR END
SINGLE VEHICLE
PEDESTRIAN
OTHER

TIMBERLANE RDAO 3 2.5 MILES

n ACC. IN PERIOD CHANGE IN

EST. X --

I/F PD CHANGE I/F

1 I 30X 0.3
0 0 OX 0.0
0 0 OX 0.0

0 0 OX 0.0

0 0 OX 0.0

0.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

TOTALS

TIMBERLANE ROAO d 2

IMPROVEMENT COST ESTIMATE

TEM
NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY Ul

1 NEU SIGNS (<6 SF) & I

2 NEU SIGNS (6.1 TO 10 SF I 12 i

5 NEU SUPPLEMENTARY SIGNS & I

d RELOCATE SIGNS 0 I

5 REMOVE SIGNS B I

6 PAVE. MARKINGS (PAINT) 125 1

7 PAVE. MARKING PLASTIC 0 \

8 DELINEATORS. FLEXIBLE 0 i

9 TRIM TREES I I

10 HISC 0 I

tlOO.OO
SUO. 00
S50.00
tdO.OO
S20.00
525.00
S6,00

420.00
S6d0.00

SO. 00

S600.00
«1 .660.00

S300.00
SO. 00

SI&O.OO
S3. 125.00

SO. 00
SO. 00

S6d0.00
SO. 00

New 48"x24'* X REDUCTION IN INJURY/F,
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TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
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TERRACE LAKE ROAD
PRXORXTV NUMBER 5

SITE DESCRIPTION

Terrace Lake Road is a main east-uest arterial road running

across the uidth of Lake County. It begins 12 miles uest of

Ronan uhere it is knoun as Round Butte Road or FAS 211. It is

designated as Terrace Lake Road east of Ronan, uhere it extends to

a point approximately 4.0 miles east. It connects all north-south

routes in the valley and provides access to farms, residences and

neuer subdivision developments along its course.

The accident cluster area extends from a point approximately

0.5 miles east of Highuay 93 a distance of approximately tuo

miles.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries. The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. The roaduay has 24 foot uide pavement surface

uith variable uidth shoulders, ditch sections and various road-

side conditions. Numerous drive approaches and road approaches

are located along the entire length of the site. Vertical grades

range betueen flat and 7X uith numerous vertical curves. The

pavement surface is in adequate condition, overall, uith some

rough spots at intermittent points uithin the site area.
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Traffic Control Devices. The most prevalent traffic

devices are speed limit signs. There are also stop signs 1

on some of the higher volume approach roads. One advance i

section uarning sign exists. This sign is in advance of a

approach road to a neu residential subdivision. There are

pavement markings existing at this site.

Traffic Volumes. The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 1,500 vehicles per day. Traffic

volumes throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately 4/i or more. The County could not provide historical

counts at this site. Houever, the Department of Highuays uas able

to provide several years of traffic counts on FAS 211 just uest of

Highuay 93 uhich could be statistically coordinated uith this

site. The directional split on this roaduay is approximately 405^-

60/S uhich means that at certain periods of the day, ^OZ of the

vehicles are going in one direction uhile the remainder are headed

in the other

.

Traffic Operations* Some conflicts in vehicle operations

uere observed on this section of roaduay during the field revieu.

From the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at

the site, it uas noted that several factors could also create

potential problems at this site.

1. There is a momentary loss of passing sight distance and

intersection sight distance in both travel directions because of

crest vertical curves at three separate locations.

control

ocat ed

nt er-

of an

no
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2. Approaches and road intersections are someuhat hidden by

vegetation grouing alongside the roaduay.

3. Lack of any delineation or positive guidance is most

noticeable in this higher traffic volume area.

4. The speed limit seems to be inappropriate for the type

of road and roadside environment on the east half of the site.

Accidents* The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uiere seventeen accidents recorded in the four year study period.

The accident rate seems to be consistent over the period, uith

nearly equal numbers of accidents occurring in each of the years.

The majority of accidents uere single vehicle accidents, mostly

auay from the intersection areas. Rear-end, angle, side-suipe and

left turn accidents occurred at the intersection areas.

The majority of accidents occurred in fair ueather

conditions and on uet or icy roads. Accidents occurred uith

almost equal frequency during daylight and night time hours. The

severity of accidents at this site is not high uith only 295^ of

them producing injuries.

SHORT TERM IMPR0VEI1ENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of some of the above noted problems. The sight distance

restrictions should be removed as best as practical at the

intersections. Trees could be removed if agreements are made uith
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the landouner. Intersection uarning signs uith supplementary

street name plates uill reduce some accidents at the

intersections. It has been found that the supplementary name

plates on the advanced uarning sign not only helps drivers locate

their approach road but it provides adequate time for them to plan

a turn safely. Pavement markings uill provide the biggest

improvement at this location. The markings uill not only

delineate lane assignments* but it uill provide information on

passing restrictions at intersections and on blind vertical

curves

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $4,820 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The pavement markings should be much

less if county creus performed the uork or the striping uere to be

completed as part of a county uide pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site should be consider

upgrading the entire roaduay to urban type standards as future

grouth occurs. It uould be advisable to begin planning these

improvements nou so that sections of the roaduav could be improved

as the future demands require.
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BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $10,204

annual 1 y

.

The percentage reduction in accidents at this site is louest of

all the sites. Houever, the benefit/cost ratio is still computed

according to be 7.44, by accepted methods.
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ROUND BUTTE ROAD
PRXORXTY NUMBER

SITE DESCRIPTION

Round Butte Road is an east-uest rural arterial type road

uhich extends across Lake County. It is also known as FAS 211 or

Terrace Lake Road on the east side of Ronan. It is part of the

state secondary system. It extends from a point 12 miles uest of

Ronan to a point 4 miles east of Ronan. It provides access to

farms, rural residences and other land uses along its length.

This site is located ten miles uest of Ronan at an

intersection uith Hot Springs Road, just uest of Sloan Road.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries. The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. Accident cluster areas are located at the

intersection uith Hot Springs Road, uhich is a "T" intersection.

The roaduay has a 24 foot uide pavement surface and uas

constructed to old secondary highuay standards. Vertical grades

at this site are betueen 1 and 25^. The roadside environment is

primarily rolling farm land uith no large trees in the immediate

area. The ditch slopes are relatively flat and uide.

The intersection area is paved on the east and south legs.

The extended tangent sections of road approaches deviates uith a

slight curve to the north at the intersection. This curve uas

apparently constructed to accommodate a larger turn radius for the
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left turn movement from uestbound to southbound* A slight

superelevation uas constructed in this curve, uhich creates a

sharp grade break and transition from pavement to gravel for

east-uest through traffic.

Traffic Control Devices. There are four types of signs

existing at this site. An intersection uarning sign is in place

for uestbound traffic, but it is only 200 feet in advance of the

intersection. A combination street name and guide sign is uithin

100 feet of the intersection for uestbound traffic. A stop sign

is installed for Sloan Road traffic and a load limit sign is

located for eastbound traffic. Pavement marking seem to be

correctly applied at this location.

Traffic Volumes. The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 220 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes

throughout the past four years have probably remained fairly

constant. The County could not provide historical counts at this

site. Houever, the Montana Department of Highuays provided

several years of counts at this location. The predominant traffic

movement at this intersection is uestbound to southbound. The

directional split on this roaduay is approximately ^OZ-SOZ uhich

means that at certain periods of the day, AOZ of the vehicles are

going in one direction uhile the remainder are headed in the

other.
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Traffic Operations. Potentially serious vehicle operations

problems uere observed on this section of roaduay during the field

revieu. From the Engineer's perspective during subjective

evaluations at the site, it uas noted that several additional

factors could create potential problems at this site.

1. This site is located at the end of a tangent section

that extends for ten miles. Traffic speeds are 55 mph or greater

on uhat appears to be an open highuay. Tuo critical changes occur

at the site. The pavement ends at the same place uhere the major

side road intersects. Neither condition is readily apparent on

the uestbound approach to this site. Uestbound traffic, uhether

turning or going straight, are subject to unexpected conditions.

2. The pavement appears to make a turn to the right on the

advanced approach for uestbound traffic uhen actually the pavement

makes a sharp turn to the left. This visual clue is the most

deceiving of all conditions encountered at this site.

3. The superelevation of the pavement cause a sharp grade

break in the through lanes. The grade break is so extreme that a

vehicle could easily become airborne at speeds in excess of 55

mph. To make matters uorse, uestbound traffic encounter a loose

gravel landing on the other side of the intersection.

4. Gravel from Hot Springs Road and the uest side of Round

Butte Road is kicked onto the paved surface at a point that

maximum road friction is required for vehicle maneuvers.
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5. The only section of pavement along Round Butte Road that

have black spots on the surface, is in the uestbound approach lane

to this intersection. These spots occur from braking action on

the pavement and are composed of both rubber and bleeding asphalt.

This indicates the frequent use of extreme braking maneuvers.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere tuo accidents recorded in the four year study period. One in

1986 and one in 1988. Both accidents uere single vehicle accidents

involving loss of control at the intersection area. Ulith only tuo

accidents, this site still had the second highest accident rate of

all the study sites.

Both accidents occurred on dry roads in clear ueather. One

of the accidents occurred at night uhile the other uas in day

light conditions. Accident severity is high uith one fatality and

oneinjurytypeaccident.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over-sized intersection

uarning signs uith supplementary street name plates are considered

necessary due to the level of expectancy at this intersection.

The advanced street name plates uill assist drivers in locating

the turn and in planning a safe turning maneuver.
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It is imperative that the road surface be improved to

eliminate the sharp vertical break: to keep loose gravel out of

the intersection area: and to extend the pavement end beyond the

intersection uhere conditions already occupies the driver's

concentration. Advanced pavement ends signing can thus be

installed at a location uhere a motorist can perceive its meaning

and actually see the conditions to be encountered.

Right of uay control at this intersection must be signed to

avoid conflicts even though they may be rare. A yield sign on Hot

Springs Road uill provide adequate control for the volumes and

geometry of the reconstructed intersection. /

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $8,830 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The reconstruction and pavement

markings should be much less if county creus performed the uork

and the striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide

pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen until

traffic volumes increase beyond 2,000 ADT. If similar traffic

patterns exist in the future, the uestbound to southbound travel

path should be built on a large radius curve and the uest side of

Round Butte Road relocated to the middle of the curve in a button

hook fashion.
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BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $8,224

annually* The benefit/cost ratio is computed to be 3.46 according

to methods developed by the Montana Department of Highuays. Even

uith reconstruction costs, this is an economically attractive

improvement project.
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TURTLE lake: ROAD
PRXORXTV NUMBER T

SITE DESCRIPTION

Turtle Lake Road is an north-south rural type road uhich

provides access to farms and residential subdivisions along its

length. It begins at an intersection uith State Highuay 35 ,

about three miles east of Poison and continues south along the

section line to an intersection uith a east-uest road approx-

imately four miles south.

This site is located betueen a point approximately 0.3 miles

south of Highuay 35 and and intersection uith Dupuis Road, a

distance of 0.8 miles.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* Accident cluster areas are located at the

intersection uith Dupuis Road, uhich is a "T" intersection and

along the tangent roaduay north of the intersection, as shoun on

the sketch. The roaduay has a 20 foot uide pavement surface.

Shoulders and ditch sections along the road are undefinable.

Fence lines and pouer poles croud the roaduay along its length.

Vertical grades at this site are from 05$ and 14?$. The 14 X grade,

in the middle of this site as uell as other areas, have a rough

pavement surface. The pavement ends just south of the intersec-

tion uith Dupuis Road. At the top of the grade, near the Dupuis

intersection, the roadside environment becomes densely forested.
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Traffic Control Devices. There are tuo types of signs

existing at this site. An arrou panel is in place at the end of

Dupuis Road. A speed limit sign for northbound traffic exists and

a yield sign is located on Dupuis Road. No pavement markings

exist at this site.

Traffic Volumes* The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 800 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes

throughout the past four years have probably increased by about

^Z* The County could not provide historical counts at this site*

The directional split on this roaduay is approximately ^0Z-60H

uhich means that at certain periods of the day, 40/i of the

vehicles are going in one direction uhile the remainder are headed

in the other.

Traffic Operations* Potentially serious vehicle operations

problems uere observed on this section of roaduay during the field

revieu. From the Engineer's perspective during subjective

evaluations at the site, it uas noted that several additional

factors could create potential problems at this site.

1* The extreme grade in the middle of this site combined

uith the rough road surface makes it extremely difficult for a

driver to have complete control of the vehicle. Uet or icy road

conditions would make an accident highly probable.

2* The vertical curve at the top of the 14Z grade does not

provide adequate stopping sight distance.
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3. Trees in the northuest corner of the Dupuis intersection

effectively block intersection sight distance.

4. The pavement ends right at the intersection uhere the

greatest road friction requirements are needed*

5. The intersection location is not apparent to approaching

t raf f i c

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere eleven accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

most accidents in a year uas in 1985 uith six accidents. The

trend uiould appear to be decreasing. Eight of the accidents uere

single vehicle accidents involving loss of control on the hill and

on approaches to it. Three accidents uere angle accidents at the

Dupuis intersection.

flost of the accidents occurred on icy roads and in clear

weather. The majority uere during night time driving conditions.

Severity of accidents at this site uas quite 1 ou uith only ISZ of

the accident resulting in injuries.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Intersection uarning signs

uith supplementary street name plates are considered necessary to

properly define the intersection location to approaching traffic.

The advanced street name plates uill assist drivers in locating
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the turn and in planning a safe turning maneuver.

It is imperative that the road surface be maintained

especially during inclement ueather. Closure on the hill should

be considered during extreme conditions.

Limited sight distance signs should be installed so that

drivers are auare of the sharp vertical alignment at the top of

the hill and they can adjust their vehicle operation appropriate-

ly. Sight distance obstructions should be removed from the inter-

section area. Trees uill need to be cut and land ouners contacted

to relocate any temporary structures. A stop sign uould be more

appropriate than a yield sign at the intersection because of sight

distance problems and traffic volume levels.

Pavement markings uould help delineate lane assignments and

control passing maneuvers.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $3,390 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The pavement markings should be much

less if the striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide

pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen until

traffic volumes increase significantly. If traffic on this road

continues to grou, complete reconstruction of the roaduay uould be

necessary.
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BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $6,630

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed to be 5.12 according

to methods developed by the Montana Department of Highuays.
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SHCMT TERH INPROUCNENTS

PERCEHTME ACCIDENT REDUrTION tY TYPE

TURTLE LAKE ftOi
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SITE LOCATION :

ACCIDENT TYPE

HEAD ON
ANOLE
LEFT TURN

SIDE SyiPE
REAR END
SINOLE VEHICLE
PEDESTRIAN
OTHER

TOTALS :

TURTLE LAKE ROAD

ACC. TN PERIOD CHANGE IN N ACC.
EST. 1

I/F PO CHANOE I/P PO

0 0 OX 0.0 0.0
0 3 dOl 0.0 1 .2

0 0 OX 0.0 0.0
0 0 OX 0.0 0.0
0 0 OX 0.0 0.0
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QUANTITY UNIT
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fSO.OO
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S25.00
tb.OO
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1520.00
ssoa.oo
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S250.00
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OLD U.S* S>3 CURVE S* OR PABLO
PRXORXTV NUMBER S

SITE DESCRIPTION

Old U.S. 93 is a north-south road uhich used to be part of

the Highuay 93 alignment before Highuay 93 uas reconstructed along

an alignment uhich by-passed certain touns uithin Lake County.

This section of Old U.S. 93 is approximately 1.0 miles south of

Pablo, Montana. It serves as alternate access betueen Pablo and

Ronan; as an access to local farms and residences; and as an

alternate access to the toun of Pablo from Highuay 93. f

The accident cluster area begins approximately 1.0 miles

south of Pablo and extends south to an intersection uith Highuay

93, a distance of approximately 0.4 miles.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries. The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. The accident cluster area is located at the

curve, uhich is the only curve uithin an otheruise tangent section

of roaduay.

The roaduay is paved 24 feet in uidth and has 4:1 side

slopes and uide ditch sections. It uas constructed to old primary

highuay standards. Superelevation of the road surface in the

curve section is variable due to settlement and other conditions

of the roaduay. There is a vertical curve in the middle of the

horizontal curve. The vertical and horizontal curves are not
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coordinated and some degree of sight distance is lost.

Vegetation grouth at this site does not present any significant

sight distance restrictions.

An approach road aligns uith the southbound tangent

extension of the curve. The geometries at this location create a

uide open intersection at the beginning of the curve.

Traffic Control Devices. The only traffic control devices

in this section are stop signs at road approaches; delineators

uhich uere probably left over from the time it uas a primary

highuay route; advanced curve uarning signs, one of uhich is

placed too close to the curve; and hazard markers on a bridge.

Traffic Volumes. The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 1,800 vehicles per day. Traffic

volumes throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately 35j. Machine recording counts uere taken at a point

2.0 miles south of this location. The hourly variations indicate

that traffic patterns on this road are extremely unusual. The

peak hour is at 8;00 in the evening at \2Z of average daily

traffic. The second highest peak is at 4;00 in the afternoon uith

lOZ of AOT. Tuo other peaks are at 12:00 midnight and at 10:00 in

the morning. Traffic has extreme variations betueen these peaks.

This indicates that there may be some specific type of traffic

using this facility that involves shift uork or some other highly

intensive attraction. The directional split on Old U.S. 93 is

approximately 40Z-60Z uhich means that at certain periods of the
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day, of the vehicles are going in one direction uhile the

remainder are headed in the other*

Traffic Operations. No potential conflicts were observed on

this section of roaduav during the field revieu. Houever, from

the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at the

site, it uias noted that several factors have combined to create

potential problems at this site.

1. The curves in the alignment presents a significantly

different change in the otherwise straight alignment of the

roaduay in the southbound direction. The approach road in the

southbound direction appears to be a continuation of the highuay

and because the intersection occupies so much shoulder distance,

the delineators do not help to define the curve even at night.

2. The variation in superelevation in the middle of the

curves tends to rock the vehicle. In an emergency situation, this

action could be enough to cause loss of control.

3. The curve alignment is not visible in the northbound

direction because the vertical curve hides the horizontal curve.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere seven accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

accidents seem to reflect the conditions encountered at the site.

All of the accidents are single vehicle accidents consistent uith

loss of control on the curves.

All of the accidents occurred on dry roads in fair ueather
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conditions. Almost all of the accidents occurred during night

time hours. The accidents all occurred betueen late summer and

mid fal 1

.

The severity of accidents at this site is uncharacteristically 1 ou

uith only 29'4 of the accidents producing injuries. The possible

reason for this uould be the lack of significant roadside hazards

and flat ditch slopes.

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over sized curve uarning

signs are considered necessary to drau more attention in advance

of the curves. Proper delineation of the roadway path is

especially critical at this site especially at night. It is felt

that the chevron signs uill provide a higher degree of curve

delineation Pavement markings combined uith delineators uill over

come the other physical roaduay alignment miscues under most

circumstances.

Realignment of the existing approach at the beginning of the

curve is a key condition for proper delineation of the curve.

Paving of the relocated approach uill help reduce the incidence of

gravel on the paved surface, uhich uill help vehicle control.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $4,330 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The grading, paving and pavement
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markings should be much less if county creus performed the uork

and the striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide

pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen nor

should they be anticipated until traffic volumes increase beyond

4,000 ADT.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $8,083

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed according to
.

accepted methods at 6.78.
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ROCKV POXNT ROAD
PRXORXTV NUMBER ^

SITE DESCRIPTION

Rocky Point Road is a north-south road uhich used to be part

of the state secondary road system. It begins at an intersection

with Highuay 93 1.0 miles uest of Poison. Montana and extends

north approximately seven miles. It serves as the only access to

small farms and hundreds of residences and summer homes along the

uest shore of Flathead Lake.

The accident cluster area begins approximately 1.6 miles

north of Highuay 93 and extends north approximately 0.6 miles.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. The accident cluster area is located near the

curve, uhich is the only curve uithin an otheruise tangent section

of roaduay. and along the tangent section preceding the curve in

the northbound direction.

The roaduay is paved 28 feet in uidth and has variable side

slopes and ditch sections. It uas constructed to old primary

highuay standards. The majority of the road is flat except at the

northern end of the site uhere a 4-55i grade begins. Vegetation

grouth at this site does not present any significant sight

distance restrictions. Houever, a berm on the inside of the

curve is just big enough to effectively block intersection sight
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distance to the north from the Bay Point Road approach.

Numerous driveuay approaches to houses lining the roaduay in

the southern portion of this site exist. Trees and other fixed

objects are sufficiently clear of the road surface so as to not

restrict sight distance.

Traffic Control Devices* The only traffic control devices

in this section are a stop signs at road approaches and speed

limit signs (45 mph). Pavement markings existing at this site

seem to be correctly applied.

Traffic Volumes* The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 1,350 vehicles per day. Traffic

volumes throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately 3Z» Traffic volumes on Bay Point Road are

approximately 300 vehicles per day. Lake County uas not able to

provide historic traffic volumes at this location. The

directional split is approximately ^0Z-60Z which means that at

certain periods of the day, ^0'4 of the vehicles are going in one

direction uhile the remainder are headed in the other.

Traffic Operations. No potential conflicts uere observed on

this section of roaduay during the field revieu. Houever, from

the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at the

site, it uas noted that several factors have combined to create

potential problems at this site.
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1* The pavement surface is uider and flatter than most

county roads and the roadside environment is relatively clear*

The road shoulder is not uel 1 defined in the daytime and is uorse

at n i g h t

2. In these conditions, vehicles speeds uould be much

greater than the 45 mph limit.

3. Intersection sight distance at Bay Point Road to the

north is restricted by the road berm.

4. The intersection approach to Bay Point Road is not

noticeable to either driver uishing to turn or to approaching

vehicles intending to go straight. ^

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere seven accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

majority of accidents are single vehicle accidents one of uhich

uas related to loss of control at the Bay Point intersection and

the remaining tuo uere a side-suipe and a rear-end, both at the

intersection.

Most of the accidents occurred on dry roads in fair ueather

conditions. Houever, three of the accidents occurred on icy

roads. The lighting conditions uere fairly uell split betueen day

and night time. The severity of accidents at this site is

slightly high uith '57Z of the accidents producing injuries.
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SHORT TERM inPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over sized intersection

uarning signs are considered necessary to drau more attention in

advance of the Bay Point intersection. Use of the supplementary

street name plates in advance of the curve uill help drivers

locate the road approach and properly plan the turn maneuver.

Proper delineation of the roaduay shoulders is important at

this site especially at night. It is felt that the continuous

delineation through this section of road uill provide a better

perspective of uhere the shoulders are located. Pavement edge

lines combined uith the delineators uill provide positive guidance

in most ueather conditions.

Grading on the inside curve berm uill provide the necessary

intersection sight distance for Bay point Road approach traffic.

This uill eliminate a potentially hazardous condition at this

site.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $7,165 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The grading, and pavement markings

should be much less if county creus performed the uork and the

striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide pavement

marking program.
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Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen nor

should they be anticipated until traffic volumes increase beyond

4,000 AOT.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $12,044

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed according to

accepted methods at 6.05»
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RXNLEY POXNT ROAD
PRXORXTY NUMBER lO

SITE DESCRIPTION

Finley Point Road is a rural road uhich serves as an access

to cherry orchards, residences and summer homes on the east shore

of Flathead Lake. It begins at an intersection uith Highuay 35

approximately 7 miles east of Poison and proceeds in a north

uesterly direction. It split into tuo roads that circles a finger

of land that juts into Flathead Lake for about 5 miles.

The accident cluster area begins approximately just uest of

the Highuay 35 intersection and extends uest approximately 0.5

miles.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
^

Geometries* The site geometries are shoun in the existing

condition sketch. The accident cluster area is located along the

tangent section of road and at the east end of the 90 degree turn.

The roaduay is paved 20 feet in uidth and has variable side

slopes and ditch sections. The roaduay has a rolling vertical

alignment uith various dips and crests along its length. Grades

range from IZ to 9*4* There are numerous deciduous trees and brush

along its length uhich tends to over grou onto the roaduay.

A sharp 90 degree turn at the uestern end of the site is

complicated by the presence of approach roads coming off the paved

road in both directions. A steep grade and sharp vertical curve
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follous this turn to the north. The pavement surface is in poor

condition.

Traffic Control Devices. The only traffic control devices

in this section are a stop sign at the approach to Highuay 35, a

speed limit sign (35 mph) for westbound traffic and a non standard

"Do Not Pass" sign at the end of the site for northbound traffic.

There are no existing pavement markings in this area.

Traffic Volumes* The current traffic volume on this section

of roaduay is approximately 1,600 vehicles per day. Traffic

volumes throughout the past four years have probably increased by

approximately 3Z* Lake County uas not able to provide historic

traffic volumes at this location. The directional split is

approximately A0Z-60Z which means that at certain periods of the

day, 40/J of the vehicles are going in one direction uhile the

remainder are headed in the other.

Traffic Operations* Some potential conflicts uere observed

on this section of roaduay during the field revieu. Also, from

the Engineer's perspective during subjective evaluations at the

site, it uas noted that several factors have combined to create

potential problems at this site.

1. The pavement surface is in poor condition. On the

approach to the curve and uithin the curve, the pavement has a

uashboard texture that causes complete loss of vehicle control at
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speeds greater than 35 mph. Safe speed on the curve itself is

only 25 mph according to a Ballbank reading.

2. Vegetation along the roadside completely blocks the vieu

of numerous approaches along the road. Vertical curves also

restrict sight distance to vehicles using the drive approaches.

3. The steep grade on the approach to Highuay 35 is

especially troublesome for cars turning from Highuay 35. There

are no turn lanes on Highuay 35 and the speeds are high. Exit

speeds at the turn also tend to be high. The 9% doun grade, after

the turn, puts the motorist in a severe dilemma if some condition

uar rant s a st op

.

4. The 90 degree turn and existing road approaches has many

more conflict points than any driver should be expected to

encounter. Southbound traffic's problems are intensified because

of the blind vertical curve preceding the horizontal turn.

Accidents. The collision diagram and accident statistics

tables shoun on the existing condition sketch indicates that there

uere four accidents recorded in the four year study period. The

majority of accidents are single vehicle accidents, one of uhich

uas related to loss of control at the end of the 90 degree turn.

The remaining accident, involved a collision uith a parked car at

the beginning of the study site, near Highuay 35. Nost of the

accidents occurred on dry roads in fair ueather conditions.

The lighting conditions uere primarily dark night time conditions.

The severity of accidents at this site is slightly high uith 50Z

of theaccidents producing injuries.
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SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Suggested improvements at this site strive to reduce the

effects of the above noted problems. Over sized curve uarning

signs are considered necessary to drau more attention in advance

of the 90 degree turn. Use of the advisory speed plates is

critical to properly uarn motorists of the conditions to be

encountered. Limited sight distance signs are necessary to uarn

driver to adjust their speed and to drau attention to unusual

conditions that could occur ahead.

Realignment of the approach in the turn area is absolutely

necessary to properly delineate the curve and to eliminate the

high number of conflict points in this area. Chevron signs

recommended for delineation in this area require proper spacing to

be effective. This recommendation also includes a pavement overlay

of the curve, uhich is currently in extremely poor shape. It

uould be advisable to actually pave the entire section of roaduay.

If the counties annual budget allous for overlay projects, this

site uould be one of the county's top priority areas.

Clearing the right-of-uay of trees and brush is also a

critical action uhich must be taken to improve sight distance.

The cost of these improvements is estimated to be

approximately $11,980 based on 1989 unit bid contract prices and

MDOH fund eligible prices. The grading, paving and pavement

markings should be much less if county creus performed the uork
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and the striping uere to be completed as part of a county uide

pavement marking program.

Long term improvements at this site cannot be foreseen nor

should they be anticipated until traffic volumes increase beyond

4,000 ADT.

BENEFITS

The annual dollar benefit that may be realized from the

short term improvements is computed to be approximately $5,714

annually. The benefit/cost ratio is computed according to

accepted methods at 1.75.
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